
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

6 
HACKERSPACES, FABLABS 
AND MAKERSPACES 

Over the decade since the early 2000s, open access, community-based design 
and fabrication workshops of diverse kinds have spread rapidly around the world. 
Variously called hackerspaces, fablabs and makerspaces, these workshops pro-
vide people with access to tools and resources for making almost anything they 
want. They are typically equipped with versatile digital fabrication technologies, 
microelectronics and design software as well as traditional machine tools and craft 
equipment. Many workshops are networked internationally, whether informally 
via forums for shared interests and projects or, in some cases, formally through 
organizing associations (e.g. the Fab Foundation for fablabs). Networking allows 
participants to identify with a bigger movement in hacking, making and fxing as 
well as enabling users to share designs, machining instructions and practical help 
for using and running workshops. 

Workshop organizers, participants and supporters share a commitment to the 
open use of widely accessible technologies, and to the personal and social eman-
cipatory possibilities of giving tools to people. We conceive hackerspaces, fablabs 
and makerspaces as a grassroots innovation movement because there is considerable 
activity outside formal institutions and because their networks are committed to 
exploring the social possibilities of bringing tools to people. Motivations for associ-
ating with the movement are many. Interest can rest in personalized fabrication and 
the creation of objects, usually in a fun and convivial way. Interest might be moti-
vated by the pursuit of innovative ideas and the use of workshops as an incubator 
for entrepreneurial prototyping. Others are interested in opening up (increasingly 
seamless) technologies to scrutiny, sometimes out of mere curiosity, sometimes for 
fxing and repurposing and in other cases as an overtly political act of technological 
citizenship. Interest can also rest in the social possibilities that workshops and projects 
imply for decentralized production and various models of economic regeneration 
and sustainable developments that these decentralized facilities might ft into. 
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Sustainability is glimpsed through very practical possibilities – the relocation of 
tools for making, repairing and repurposing durable goods and services in circular 
economies – as well as more sociological consequences, such as imaginaries and 
alliances forming around reconfgured relations of production, consumption and 
sociability. Overarching these associations is a sense that workshops are emblematic 
of deeper shifts in society that afect the ways things are made, exchanged and con-
sumed; shifts that remain inchoate, and where workshops ofer spaces for exploring 
new framings through hands-on participation. 

Such aspirations echo a tradition of thought in modern environmentalism 
and development concerning accessible tools for local, sustainable develop-
ments. It is a tradition that includes the social ecology of Murray Bookchin, 
Stewart Brand and the Whole Earth project, Fritz Schumacher’s appropriate 
technology, Ivan Illich’s convivial tools, alternative technologists such as Peter 
Harper and Godfrey Boyle and ideas by Mike Cooley and others concerning 
socially useful production (see Chapter 3). While ‘liberatory technologies’ were 
important elements in earlier movements, many were aware that the kinds of 
tool available, and the purposes to which they might be put, are shaped by a 
complex variety of social, economic, cultural and political relations (Bookchin, 
1967). Broader social visions underlay these earlier, tools-based agendas (see Smith, 
2005, 2014b). 

Currently, such sustainable developments are marginal to the practices of 
many hackerspaces, fablabs and makerspaces. Emphasis rests more in playing with 
technologies, doing cool projects and being creative. Nevertheless, the possi-
bilities of rapidly and freely sharing designs, templates and code for fabrication 
inspire visions for global knowledge linking to locally distributed production. 
New fows of goods, ideas and value may arise (Birtchnell and Urry, 2012). 
Hackerspaces, fablabs and makerspaces are popping up in long-derelict indus-
trial districts of cities such as Manchester, Barcelona, Detroit and Buenos Aires. 
Elites get excited about these creative enclaves cultivating a new entrepreneurial 
spirit in their cities and nations. Even President Obama has hosted Maker Faires 
at the White House. Enthusiasts see this as opening new spaces for connecting 
entrepreneurial creativity and rescaling and relocating production. Institutional 
interest tends to focus on the cultivation of entrepreneurship, skills and creativity 
for business, manufacture and economic growth (Dougherty, 2012; Stangler and 
Maxwell, 2012). As such, alignments between the movement’s tools for people 
agenda and pathways for sustainable developments are far from assured: tooling-
up could reinforce unsustainable developments. Much depends upon whether, 
why and how people associate with workshops, and what roles they come to play 
in social changes. 

This chapter introduces the global growth, since the early 2000s, in hacker-
spaces, fablabs and makerspaces and discusses their potential roles in pathways 
for sustainable developments. After looking at the background to the emergence 
of hackerspaces, fablabs and makerspaces, the next section analyses the diferent 
framings associated with these workshops. We then consider the spaces where 
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support and development of the workshops has been obtained, followed by three 
illustrative examples of workshops. The penultimate section discusses pathway 
dilemmas confronting this movement and the last section draws some conclusions. 

Background 

The rapid spread of workshops occurs at the same time as related growth in 
a variety of maker, hacker and fxer movements globally. All are interested in 
the myriad possibilities of people’s creating, adapting, repairing and producing 
things with technology. Neither hacking, nor making nor fxing is exclusive to 
workshops. People hack, make and fx in other sites too, including at home, in 
workplaces or at temporary meet-ups. There are considerable afnities and inter-
sections. Activities include large gatherings at Maker Faires, meet-ups at repair 
cafés and Restart Projects, hackathons, specialist open hardware networks, citizen 
science initiatives and grassroots smart urbanism. 

Illustrative of some of the intersections between workshops and movements 
globally is Las Barracas Hacklab in Buenos Aires. The hacklab is a self-organized 
workshop situated in an autonomous social centre in the post-industrial Barracas 
district of Buenos Aires. Among the projects at Las Barracas is a do-it-yourself 
(DIY) book scanner. An online, open hardware community has been developing 
book scanners for several years, committed to sharing designs, improvements and 
instructions. The result is a machine for automatically photographing book pages 
and free software to process the images into a computer fle. Digitizing books in 
this way, and making them freely available over the internet, sits well with the 
free culture and anarchist ethos at Las Barracas. It is typical of many projects at 
the hacklab, which always try to enable people to access and contribute freely to a 
knowledge commons and develop capabilities for personal and social development 
through self-directed and collaborative projects. 

The book-scanner network is one of a variety of open hardware communities 
online that are providing low-cost design and fabrication capabilities to people. 
A wide range of socially oriented tools are being developed, including initiatives 
in developing low-cost prostheses, community Wi-Fi networks, environmental 
monitoring kits, street furniture, housing, vehicles and so forth (e.g. the Open 
Source Ecology initiative). While these activities are not exclusive to hackerspaces, 
fablabs and makerspaces, workshops do provide an important facility and focus for 
such activity. Workshops allow people to work together and share tacit knowledge 
about hacking and making, feel part of a community, demonstrate virtuosity and 
attain kudos, and educate and support one another, as well as expressing values and 
commitments to free culture and, in some cases, criticism of dominant patterns of 
ownership and control in design and production. 

A high-profle project undertaken in many workshops is the RepRap 3D 
printer. The RepRap community develops designs and online support for people 
to make increasingly sophisticated tools for additive manufacturing, including 
making further RepRap 3D printers (Söderberg, 2013). Interestingly, the free 
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evolution of RepRap took a controversial turn when members of the Resistor 
hackerspace in New York decided to commercialize their version of the RepRap 
and protect aspects of their modifed design through intellectual property. Their 
Makerbot business was subsequently bought for $400 million by industrial 
3D-printer manufacturer Stratosys. This enclosure attracted considerable criticism 
from hackerspace communities because it was seen to contradict the radical roots 
of these workshops in free software and free culture movements (Maxigas, 2012), 
although such controversies are typical to the free software movement too. 

There are thousands of hackerspaces and makerspaces globally (see hacker 
spaces.org). Membership of these workshops runs from the low tens to the hundreds. 
Intensity of involvement varies considerably, whether it be attending open evenings 
or informal training courses, becoming involved in the development of projects or 
helping in the management of the workshop. The characteristics and aims of work-
shops vary: some are very outwards-oriented community hubs, such as MadLab in 
Manchester, while others are more like a club. 

A parallel area of growth for workshops has been in fablabs (short for fabrication 
laboratories). These too are (more or less) open access workshops that are intended 
to provide rapid prototyping tools for people. However, fablabs were spun of 
from an outreach initiative of the Centre for Bits and Atoms at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology (MIT) (Gershenfeld, 2005). Each fablab has the same suite 
of digital design and fabrication equipment, so that designs in one workshop can 
be made readily in another on the other side of the world, and so that collabora-
tive projects are possible. Courses are possible in a Fab Academy that MIT operates 
across this network. However, what was intended initially as a fairly coordinated 
roll-out soon took on a life of its own as groups decided to set up their own fablabs 
independently of MIT. At September 2015 there were 565 fablabs globally, with 
numbers growing. 

A particularly ambitious project example coming from the international net-
work of fablabs is developing designs and plans for a foating fablab. Equipped 
with advanced tools, FabLab Flotante will navigate the rivers of the Peruvian 
Amazon, bringing advanced prototyping capabilities to riparian communities. 
This physical and digital resource is intended to connect local communities, their 
knowledge, aspirations and experiences with the world of digital fabrication and 
its international platforms, designs and possibilities. The creative fows, exchanges 
and synthesis arising are intended to enhance sustainable development possibilities 
in the Amazon, and also elsewhere. The intention is for FabLab Flotante to incor-
porate the latest in ecological design and bio-mimicry, and by blending high-tech 
tools with traditional practices to arrive at designs respectful to the cultural diver-
sity of the region. The insights and experience generated by this cosmopolitan 
agenda are intended to inspire communities elsewhere. 

At least, that is the plan (FabLab Flotante had not sailed at the time of 
writing, February 2016). Each of the participating fablabs is involved in develop-
ing diferent modules for FabLab Flotante. Member labs include Buenos Aires, 
Cochabamba, Loja, California, Vancouver, Cali, San Salvador, Barcelona, San 

http://hackerspaces.org
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Jose, Boston and São Paolo, with the project led by Beno Juarez from FabLab 
Lima. The MIT-based Fab Foundation connects these developers with inter-
est and funds from governments, business and international agencies, excited by 
the prospects of locally rooted (or foating) workshops sharing ideas and designs 
internationally, yet with the tools to adapt collaborations to place specifc devel-
opments. Sensitivity towards the Amazonian communities will be vital if FabLab 
Flotante is to succeed. After all, local communities have not asked for fablabs, so 
they may choose not to embrace the tools on ofer. It would be unfortunate if 
enthusiasm for tools among advocates eclipsed attentiveness and respect for the 
needs, aspirations and social relations in the target local communities. Whether 
this project idea foats or not, it will still have served an important purpose, which 
is to help promote the fablab concept and cultivate a degree of fascination (and 
perhaps scepticism too) in digital fabrication futures. 

These examples illustrate the diversity of workshop activities. However, all 
follow principles based in popular access to design and fabrication technologies, 
openness and collaboration, freedom to pursue projects so long as they do not 
harm others and helping others to learn. Hackerspaces are, arguably, more strongly 
committed to autonomist sensibilities, but, as with much about these spaces, there 
are no categorical boundaries. The degree and forms of grassroots involvement 
in workshops varies. Many workshops are membership-based clubs open to all-
comers and that put on events in the wider community. Some workshops (fablabs 
in particular) also support commercial endeavours. Business services, including 
consulting support and rapid prototyping, help to cross-subsidize community 
activity, which typically occurs over weekends and evenings. In other instances, 
publicly funded services, such as popular education, are provided by workshops, 
and associations with institutions such as libraries, universities and local authorities 
enable some grassroots access. 

Intersecting technological, social and economic changes in societies are opening 
up workshop possibilities. Growth in workshops is both a response and a contribu-
tion to these changes. In their varied ways, workshops give practical and symbolic 
shape to a number of broad, inchoate and ill-defned developments. Digital design 
and fabrication technologies have, for example, been falling in cost, reducing in size, 
expanding in fexibility and application and becoming increasingly accessible. As 
we have seen, some workshops also build tools for themselves using open hardware 
designs, and all ofer either informal or formal training in the use of these tools, or 
both. Access is reinforced by online provision of freely available open software and 
instructions and guidance on how to do projects, including videos and discussion 
groups on social media. All these technological developments render these tools 
available in terms of people being able to try them out, seeing others using the tools 
and becoming interested in having a go. 

Technological appropriation has been facilitated by the cultural saliency of tech-
nology, hacking and making. Hacking and making simultaneously involve processes 
of learning, revision and repurposing, as well as kudos in the demonstration of 
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these abilities and connecting with like-minded people (Gauntlett, 2013; Jordan, 
2008). Activists and practitioners experiment with ideas for free culture and open 
knowledge through open hardware and ideas around commons-based peer pro-
duction, open source and open design principles, the collaborative economy and 
the democratization of material activity (Benkler and Nissenbaum, 2006; Kostakis 
and Bauwens, 2015). Cultural movements for free and open knowledge confront 
the institutions of intellectual property and the means of production (Maxigas and 
Troxler, 2014). 

The burgeoning of workshops arises in this context of novel and unfamiliar social 
relationships in production and consumption. Freelance employment patterns that 
involve people working precariously on projects create a need for workshop facili-
ties to do this kind of work. While such changes are typically cast in light of the 
new work informalities of the global North, possibilities are also glimpsed for work-
shops in the creative milieu of the global South, where informal economies imply 
diferent kinds of precariousness. Positioned against this background of livelihoods 
and accessible technologies, there are those who celebrate a kind of Silicon Valley 
entrepreneurialism and see workshops as incubating creative livelihoods. The fgure 
of the design-savvy and networked (social) entrepreneur looms large here. In other 
instances, workshops are seen as boosting resilient, cooperative local economic 
activity based in grassroots initiative, collaboration, control and development. The 
fgure of the community activist has a presence here. 

However, ideas and practices in open and collaborative innovation have also fltered 
into business practices (Chesbrough et  al., 2006). Rather than seeing openness 
as a threat, frms are becoming familiar with ways of engaging and appropriating 
the fruits of collective, alternative or deviant prototyping and learning how to 
enclose designs, control marketing and beneft from the difusion of the resulting 
products and services (Flowers, 2008; Scholz, 2013). Moreover, it is striking how 
the digital design and fabrication tools now acclaimed for personal and social crea-
tivity in workshops have genealogies that go back to the automation of manufac-
turing, and to fears over deskilling and workplace struggle that were brought about 
by computer-integrated manufacturing (Noble, 1984; Söderberg, 2012; see also 
Chapter 3 in this book). Earlier versions of these tools threatened skills, livelihoods 
and identities in manufacturing communities – while today they are celebrated as 
enabling agency, identities and communities for makers. This says much for the 
transformed social settings in which these technologies are now experienced. Critics 
argue that the new settings, including workshops, simply open up new modes of 
exploitation, as ideas, design and research eforts are efectively outsourced to ‘free 
labour’ in workshops, but with capital retaining the power to appropriate, enclose 
and commercialize the most promising fruits of that common endeavour (Morozov, 
2014; Scholz, 2013; Söderberg, 2013). 

It is out of this ambivalent background that hackerspaces, fablabs and makerspaces 
are emerging, and the same is infuencing the diferent framings being advanced for 
workshops. 
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Framings of hackerspaces, fablabs and makerspaces 

It is clear already that while an access-to-tools agenda underpins workshops, the 
purpose to which they are put is framed in various ways. Some see workshops as 
heralding a new industrial revolution, or democratizing technology, or enabling 
greater grassroots innovation, or providing tools for more sustainable developments. 
These framings have a mobilizing efect and draw people into the workshops move-
ment (Hielscher and Smith, 2014). 

Free software, free hardware and peer production 

An important framing for workshops is commitment to principles of free soft-
ware, hardware and peer production. Fundamentally, this is a practice in which all 
code, designs and instructions in the making and repairing of something are made 
freely available for people to access, adopt and modify, so long as the source is 
acknowledged and any modifcations also become freely available. These ideas are 
evident in hackerspaces, fablabs and makerspaces. Many workshops have a policy 
(not always implemented) that member projects should be documented and posted 
online in a project repository, so that others can share them (Wolf et al., 2014). 

Associated with this framing are ideas for commons-based peer production, 
defned as ‘decentralized, collaborative, and non-proprietary; based on sharing 
resources and outputs among widely distributed, loosely connected individuals 
who cooperate with each other without relying on either market signals or man-
agerial commands’ (Benkler, 2006, p. 60). Mimicking practices from software 
development, activities are organized for modularity, such that people can work 
with diferent elements of the project. Such framing has two important character-
istics. First, rather than starting of with specialized teams, projects draw together 
people with diverse resources, skills and knowledge, and self-organize the most 
suitable teams to work on diferent aspects of the project. Second, activities are 
not managed through a centralized source. Decision-making processes rely on the 
collaboration of volunteers and work because individuals buy into the values of 
the project (Benkler and Nissenbaum, 2006). 

Personalized manufacturing, mass customization and a new 
industrial revolution 

Another framing sees workshops at the experimental forefront of a revolution 
brought about by digital fabrication. As user interfaces become easier and more 
intuitive, so some commentators envisage design and production reconfguring and 
reducing in scale (Birtchnell and Urry, 2012). It will be easier to access designs, adapt 
and modify them and fabricate personalized products digitally. Crowd-funding and 
other social media sites will make it easier for makers to go into production and 
marketing. A new economic paradigm of digital fabrication entrepreneurship is 
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anticipated (Anderson, 2012). Workshops are framed as opening up manufacturing 
and enabling unconventional entrepreneurs to participate in infrastructures support-
ive of personal productive activity (Mota, 2011). While widespread self-provision 
may be overstated, the possibility of a new set of ‘service’ activities enabling people 
to have a greater role in design and production is an area where entrepreneurs are 
working. The basis for this framing draws upon the transformation that ICT has 
facilitated in the production and consumption of cultural products, and extends it 
to material production through connections between digital platforms and physical 
fabrication (Gershenfeld, 2005). Fablabs, hackerspaces and makerspaces are conse-
quently framed as places where new design, production and consumption practices 
can be incubated. 

Democratizing power of technological citizenship 

Increasing access to versatile technologies prompts some observers to claim that in 
this way technology can be democratized. Hackerspaces, fablabs and makerspaces 
are framed as enabling people to engage more directly and actively in technology 
politics (Carstensen, 2013; Gauntlett, 2013). So, this framing sees a form of 
technological citizenship arising from the afordances that workshop tools have 
with respect to access, learning, participation and control. Workshops help to 
blur the boundaries between expert and non-expert, professional and amateur, 
business and hobbyist, production and consumption. Widespread access to the 
means of production comes to be seen as a right. Commons-based peer produc-
tion opens up manufacture to more democratic involvements: something that 
troubles institutions of property, ownership and control. Gauntlett claims that 
making encompasses 

critiques of the capitalist relations of production, the distribution of power 
over technology, of excessive afuence, of global division of labour, and 
so on . . . and dovetails with political visions of . . . local production and of 
shifting the division between production and consumption. 

(Gauntlett, 2013, p. 233) 

As fxers are fnding, the ability to repair products is constrained and com-
plicated by producers whose goods are designed more for manufacturing and 
marketing, and less for disassembly, repair and reuse. Communities such as the 
Restart Project are encouraging people to become involved in fxing through 
meet-up events, where people are helped not only to fx broken electronics 
goods but also to refect on the way they are made and the relationships people 
have with their stuf. As direct experience grows about these issues, so alliances 
for reforms in production and consumption can be built, including require-
ments to design for repair. As such, workshops are framed as sites for cultivating 
technological citizenship. 
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Unlocking grassroots innovation 

Another framing conceives workshops providing infrastructure for grassroots inno-
vation (Smith et al., 2013). ‘[E]xperimentation with new technologies and new 
social modes of coordination lead[s] to niche forms of technical and social inno-
vations’ (Dickel et al., 2014, p. 7). Workshops are conceived of not so much as 
heralding an industrial transformation or wave of democratization, but rather as 
places where ideas relevant to local communities can be explored in practice. New 
forms of access, training and skill swapping are emphasized, as well as processes 
for learning and refection. Formal and informal networks between workshops are 
seen not only as platforms for sharing experiences but also as means to linking to 
investment in the wider development and difusion of innovations. The point with 
this framing is to view workshops not as a new model for transforming production 
and consumption but, rather, as a real-life laboratory experimenting with grass-
roots fabrication possibilities in terms of objects, practices and ideas. The question, 
then, is how these workshops facilitate the sharing, collaboration and grounding 
of general digital fabrication possibilities in particular communities (Birtchnell and 
Hoyle, 2014). 

Sustainable developments 

Some envisage workshops as playing key roles in sustainable developments 
(Schor, 2010). The open, collaborative ethos towards technology and production 
is considered to have an afnity with social goals such as sustainability (Bauwens, 
2006). A sustainability framing points to examples of workshops: 

• prototyping sustainable designs and systems; 
• exploring issues of sustainable energy through hacking solar panels and building 

DIY home energy systems; 
• incubating up-cycling businesses and furnishing creative hubs for closed-loop 

materials cycles; 
• hosting repair cafés and Restart Projects; 
• building communities interested in making, repair, repurpose and sustainability; 
• critical making that connects people to the political economies and material 

realities of production and consumption, and that explores alternative, more 
desirable futures; 

• organizing workshops for the social innovation of local sustainability; 
• outreach activities that connect other sustainable development groups, and 

mobilizing new thinking/action about technologies, sustainability and people; 
• cultivating post-consumer identities, values and material cultures. 

It is the development of new ideas and patterns for using tools in altered rela-
tions of production and new forms of consumption that intrigues those interested 
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in sustainability. So, for example, in making things people become more connected 
with objects, which might provide a lever for post-consumerist values and material 
culture. As Ann Thorpe puts it: 

FabLabs and related activities also emphasize the craft of the user, but in 
this model it is the process design and fabrication that paces reward and 
stimulation. In addition, the quality of stimulation is shifted from the thing 
to the process. This holds true not only for making new things, but also 
for hacking and remaking ‘old’ things. Approaches that consider the craft 
of the user may have other benefts as well. The process of collaborating, 
working together to fabricate, and sharing skills and knowledge each relate 
to . . . wellbeing. 

(Thorpe, 2012, p. 85) 

Some workshops have adopted sustainability as a central theme, such as workshops at 
Valldaura, Amersfoort, Cloughjordan and Incite Focus in Detroit. 

Spaces for grassroots digital fabrication 

Spaces supportive of workshops, and where resources and opportunities for devel-
opment are provided, are found in grassroots movements, educational institutions 
and interest from business and government. 

Maker movements and grassroots groups 

Enthusiasm and voluntary commitment provide important spaces where work-
shops can be established and run by their membership, remain open to the 
community and are self-funded. Here, the maker movement, open hardware 
movement and movements interested in commons-based peer production pro-
vide a space in which workshops are set up and grow. These movements generate 
interest, and hence visitors and members, but they also constitute an infrastructure 
for sharing information and contribute to the culture of hacking, making and fxing. 
Stories about workshops feature in movement media, such as Make magazine 
or the Makery website, while simultaneously generating phenomena that attract 
mainstream media interest also. 

Networking is informal among hackerspaces. There are online mail lists and 
platforms for sharing ideas and insights, and people can exchange experience 
with similar projects. Fablabs have more formal networks based around the Fab 
Foundation. The latter embraces regional networks and platforms focused on 
specifc issues, such as Fab Economy, dedicated to a new economic paradigm 
of open digital fabrication, or Fab Share, which seeks to disseminate designs 
and projects, and the Fab Academy, which provides training courses networked 
across core workshops. 
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Educational outreach and skills provision 

Fablabs arose through educational outreach. The US National Science Foundation 
funded the frst FabLab in Boston in 2003. FabLabs in Costa Rica, Norway and 
Ghana soon followed. Most subsequent labs obtained their own funds for devel-
opment from a variety of sources, including international development aid pro-
grammes in some cases. As the idea caught on, others opened fablabs, sometimes 
in consultation with MIT and sometimes independently, including grassroots 
initiatives. Growth took on a life of its own. Fablab growth has been facilitated 
by a cadre of alumni from the Fab Academy, which was launched in 2009. 
Fab Academy provides project-oriented training in all FabLab technologies, and 
where students come together through a combination of groups based physically 
at FabLabs, interacting with student groups at other labs via distance learning and 
collaboration. Graduates have helped to establish labs in Europe, Latin America 
and Asia. 

Educational institutions have become interested in the possibilities that work-
shops provide for hands-on learning. Schools, colleges and universities have been 
opening makerspaces. Makerspaces and hackerspaces have also been looking to edu-
cation services as a basis for their activities. Workshops run day courses in certain 
technologies, such as Arduino and electronics, laser-cutting or clothing. Unlike 
in conventional training centres, participants in workshop-run courses are usually 
welcomed as members who can then continue to pursue their projects. Libraries are 
opening workshop rooms. So, in a variety of ways, workshops are able to obtain 
fnance, memberships and other resources by strategically positioning themselves in 
a space dedicated to education and training. 

Business and state interest 

Some governments have become interested in community-based workshops. 
The White House has even hosted Maker Faires. Public money is committed to 
establishing and supporting workshops, whether for training and education, or 
for promoting entrepreneurship and innovation, or out of a desire for citizens to 
experience these new technological possibilities. Iceland has opened nine fablabs 
around the country. Local authorities in Barcelona have been committed to 
opening a workshop in every neighbourhood of the city (see below). 

Business associations welcome the way workshops cultivate enthusiasm for 
technology and entrepreneurship. Justifcation as well as pressure for the Fab 
Foundation to maintain its coordinating position comes from interest from large 
industrial, governmental and multilateral donors seeking a contact point for nego-
tiating and distributing support for the creation of fablabs. As a peak association, 
the Fab Foundation can negotiate deals for labs. So, for example, Solidworks is 
promoting its computer-aided design package to all labs, Chevron has donated 
$10 million to help the Foundation promote and establish more fablabs in the 
USA, and there have been talks with the World Bank and others interested in 
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developing country possibilities. Even the US government’s Defense Advance 
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) has partnered with Make magazine and pro-
posed funding makerspaces in US schools. These corporate approaches from the 
‘closed’ economy are controversial (Finley, 2012; Hertz, 2012). 

Some entrepreneurs have opened fee-paying workshops as a business venture 
(e.g. TechShops in the USA). Others ofer rapid prototyping services for businesses 
and developers. Individuals also use workshops to prototype ideas that they subse-
quently develop entrepreneurially into commercial products. Commercial activity 
is criticized by some activists, particularly in spaces committed to free culture and 
more political ideals for alternative economic activity and pathways. 

Illustrative examples 

So far, we have seen how workshops are framed in a variety of ways and operate 
across diferent spaces. Some of the strategic issues this raises are illustrated in 
the following three cases. Each has been chosen for diferences in relations with 
grassroots sustainable developments. Build Brighton is illustrative for many local, 
membership-based hackerspaces and makerspaces, and where projects are personal 
to participants. Amersfoort FabLab is also a grassroots, membership-based initiative, 
but with explicit commitment to sustainable developments. Such commitment 
does not pervade all member projects. Rather, it is through links with community 
groups and projects in the city that sustainable developments are realized. The 
third example, the Ateneus programme in Barcelona, is an ambitious initiative of 
the municipal authorities, borne of a vision for smart sustainability in the city. It 
illustrates the challenges and possibilities for engaging the grassroots in such visions. 

Build Brighton 

Build Brighton was among the frst hackerspaces to open in the UK in June 2009. 
There are over 100 hackerspaces and makerspaces in the UK now (Sleigh et al., 
2015), where the term ‘hackspace’ has been adopted by some, including Build 
Brighton. In this chapter, however, we continue to refer to the more generic term 
‘hackerspace’. UK hackerspaces network informally online in discussion forums 
and social media, and physically by meeting regularly at events such as camps, 
hackdays and Maker Faires. Members drop into one another’s workshops when 
visiting other towns – including internationally. In this way ideas and issues are 
discussed, whether they be for projects or the day-to-day challenges of organizing 
and running a workshop voluntarily. People feel part of a scene. 

Like many UK hackerspaces, Build Brighton emerged out of an international 
initiative to promote hackerspaces. It began with the US group Hackers on a 
Plane visiting Germany in 2007 to visit hacklabs and hackerspaces there. They 
returned to the USA and, through prominent hackerspaces such as Noisebridge in 
San Francisco, Resistor in New York, they began promoting the idea of people 
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opening a hackerspace in every town. Jens Ohlig and Lars Weiler posted a hack-
erspace design guide on the internet for the Hackers on a Plane visit, which they 
had already presented at the Chaos Computer Camp that year. It too went on to 
inspire hackerspaces around the world. The initiative was motivated by the politics 
of hacking technology and sharing knowledge freely. 

Mitch Altman, from Noisebridge in San Francisco, began promoting hack-
erspaces during his international travels. He subsequently visited Build Brighton 
twice, and encouraged a local robotics group, plus friends working in the digital 
and design sector, to form the Build Brighton hackspace. It began in a small room 
rented from a co-working space. The group met every Thursday to hack together 
and slowly accumulated electronics equipment, a laser cutter and other tools. 
Membership was around thirty people. In 2010 Build Brighton entered the Global 
Hackerspace Challenge. It was runner-up with a prototype toy owl that helped 
kids to spell phonetically. Its prize was electronics equipment and it received kudos 
and publicity. 

Like all hackerspaces, Build Brighton’s founding principles are that the space 
is organized and run by the membership, not for proft and open to the public. 
These have become the criteria for afliating to the UK Hackspace Foundation, 
which helps to share advice and information about running a hackerspace. At Build 
Brighton, Thursday evenings are open to the public – anyone can drop by with 
questions, seek help or get involved. Access at other times is for members only. 
Members pay what they can to cover running costs and also contribute supplies of 
materials, equipment and components. Volunteers keep the space going, maintain 
the equipment and deal with organizational, legal and membership issues. A core 
group of volunteer directors facilitates and cajoles members to help with these 
tasks. The group moved to a bigger, dedicated space in September 2011 that allows 
access around the clock. Around the same time, Build Brighton helped to organize 
the frst independent Maker Faire in the UK, inviting other hackerspaces, specialist 
groups and individual makers to run exhibits and workshops. Thousands of visitors 
attended. Membership of Build Brighton grew to over 100 people. 

Members tend to do their own personal projects. Training on equipment works 
informally, with members showing one another how tools work, and helped 
through online tutorials and trial and error. Founding organizers talk about build-
ing a community through Build Brighton. Students and some local makers use 
the workshop for study or entrepreneurial reasons. Many members are simply 
interested in hacking electronics, technology and (increasingly) learning traditional 
crafts and sharing their enthusiasm for making with others. Members voluntarily 
run public workshops in these activities, with revenue from fees going to Build 
Brighton and the purchase of more equipment. 

Like many UK hackerspaces, Build Brighton is not as overtly political as earlier 
hackerspaces, notably in Germany: some of the political motivations and ideals of 
workshops elsewhere, concerning knowledge commons, free culture and democ-
ratizing technology, are not a defning mission for Build Brighton. Which is not 
to say that people are unsympathetic; rather, that there is more of a pragmatic 
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ethos towards making and being part of a supportive community where members 
develop skills for themselves. The real grassroots innovation in hackerspaces such 
as Build Brighton therefore rests in their being spaces that promote a community 
ethos towards inquisitiveness, knowledge and capabilities with technologies. In 
these more modest ways, technology becomes demystifed. 

There is hope and interest in being part of something bigger. According to one 
Build Brighton director: 

Hackspaces are still fairly new . . . We’re still trying to fnd our feet. So our 
activities are limited at the moment to our own members and the surround-
ing local community that can sort of pop into the space. What I would like 
to see is there are lots of hackspaces, they all know what they’re doing. 
They all have enough resources, enough people and enough money to be 
self-sufcient. And they start directing their energy outwards, towards a 
wider community, and sort of implementing projects that spread all of this 
knowledge that is available within the hackspace to a wider audience of 
people. Or alternatively, for developing these relationships with other insti-
tutions at a higher level to be able to output our knowledge and skills in a 
way that they can use and spread. 

(Interview with Build Brighton director, 5 December 2014) 

But, like other hackerspaces, Build Brighton is busy enough being a workshop for 
members. There are limited time and resources to be able to work strategically for 
bigger possibilities. Other spaces in the UK have been able to secure resources to 
step up and into broader roles. MAKLab in Scotland and MadLab in Manchester, 
for example, have both attracted external funding for running courses, training and 
opening facilities for community projects. And others are seeking to emulate their 
example. 

FabLab Amersfoort 

FabLab Amersfoort in the Netherlands created one of the frst ‘grassroots’ FabLabs 
(Troxler, 2014). Its self-organized, self-fnanced workshop instantly attracted inter-
est from groups wishing to emulate it. What is interesting in this example is how 
the workshop facility extended community-based projects that the founding group 
was already pursuing. FabLab Amersfoort was opened in 2010 by activist artists in 
the De War collective (in de war is Dutch for ‘confused’). De War operates in an 
abandoned dye factory that it has occupied since 2002. From this base it organizes 
and tour public events, exhibits and workshops on themes connecting art, technology, 
sustainability and science. It was through this activity that Diana Wildschut and 
Harmen Zijp from De War frst heard of the FabLab concept and became interested 
in possibilities complementary to their collective. 

De War had a Tweak Show exhibition that it had been developing and tour-
ing since 2007. The show is ‘a labyrinth full of interactive installations that give 
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the audience an intuitive understanding of the complex systems in science, the 
environment and society’ (Wildschut, 2014, quoted in Hielscher, 2015, p. 8). 
The Braindetector exhibit, for example, converts brain activity into electricity and 
lights a bulb worn on the head. Developing Braindetector required knowledge 
that Diana and Harmen did not have. So they convened a group of friends, and 
friends of friends, who met up at De War to research neurology, electronics and 
sensors for the exhibit. The method worked so well that De War turned it into 
a regular event called Open Toko (toko is Indonesian for shop). At Open Toko 
people collaborated on group-selected topics involving electronics, coding and 
making things. ‘We discovered that there’s lots of people who have little blocks of 
knowledge . . . and if you combine all that, suddenly everybody has a quick start 
initiative in a certain topic’ (Diana Wildschut, quoted in Hielscher, 2015, p. 8). 

In 2009, a FabLab regional networker participated in an Open Toko. He told De 
War, ‘listen guys, what you are doing is called a FabLab, you just don’t know it yet 
and should get some machines’ (Zijp, 2013). So Harmen read about FabLabs and 
liked the idea. Reading further into commons-based peer production (Bauwens, 
2006), Harmen found resonance with ideas and practices at De War. They decided 
to set up a FabLab. However, the MIT model involved tools costing $100,000. 
De War approached the local chamber of commerce, the local innovation centre 
and the municipality for help. After long discussions, no assistance materialized. 
Unperturbed, De War took matters into its own hands, as with its other activities. 
It bought a second-hand laser cutter for €3,000 and, with help, made its own 3D 
printer and began accumulating a growing suite of tools. With these tools it opened 
its FabLab in 2010. 

Membership has grown ever since. Members pay €50 to join, which they 
earn back by helping to run the FabLab, or by sharing project reports on the 
Amersfoort website. People are encouraged to take responsibility for the space. 
There are workshop cleaning days, tool maintenance and joint projects. Visitors 
have to be self-initiators. Learning to work with the tools, proposing projects 
or joining projects is all self-directed. Volunteers are on hand to give guidance 
where necessary. In this respect, FabLab Amersfoort is like many hackerspaces in 
its informal and self-organized approach. 

Right from the start, De War has connected the workshop to sustainability 
initiatives in the city. Working with the local Transition Town group, it set up a 
Transitielab. Here tools are put to use in prototyping sustainability devices, repair-
ing and up-cycling objects and experimenting with peer-production ideas and 
practices. The FabLab also hosts a Repair Café, where people meet and use the 
tools to bring new life to broken and discarded objects. De War is trying to link 
its FabLab facilities to the infrastructure requirements of urban farming and energy 
projects in the city. FabLab Amersfoort has been building monitoring systems 
for beehives, for example, and promoting their construction in the city. De War 
has also connected the FabLab to citizen science initiatives. Participants build 
their own environmental monitoring systems and share analysis. An international 
network called Public Laboratory – an international network sharing designs for 
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DIY environmental sensors, monitoring and reporting – has been an inspiration. 
There is a strong commitment to people’s producing their own environmental 
knowledge, which is key for ideas about tool-based community empowerment. At 
Amersfoort discussions developed with the municipal council to run courses for 
citizens to build environmental monitoring networks. Other FabLabs have been 
doing similar work. Indeed, in the case of Barcelona, the FabLab has developed 
and hosts the Smart Citizen initiative: a sensor kit using an Arduino micro-controller 
platform connecting and comparing measurements globally via a web platform. 
Smart Citizen developed through crowd-funding and FabLab networks. 

A grassroots approach focused on sustainability remains relatively unusual 
within community workshops internationally. When the annual international 
gathering of FabLabs came to Amsterdam in 2010, De War presented its grassroots 
approach as a method to ‘hack systems’ of production, consumption and economy, 
thereby contributing to new, resilient and sustainable communities. Groups from 
around the world have subsequently contacted FabLab Amersfoort for advice and 
to learn more. In response, De War developed The Grassroots FabLab Instructable 
manual and began hosting an annual conference for grassroots labs called FabFuse. 
According to Peter Troxler, De War was instrumental in a grassroots ‘insurgency’ 
and appropriation of MIT’s FabLab model (Troxler, 2014). What enabled De War 
to do this was its collective’s ethos of just getting on and doing projects with the 
resources available, without seeking permission or funding. 

Nevertheless, De War recognizes that people arrive at workshops with diferent 
motivations. Some share commitments towards peer production, sustainability and 
collaboration, whereas others are more interested in pursuing personal projects 
unconnected with sustainability. The challenge of fusing workshop ideals further 
into member practice continues. De War plans to expand the old factory site, 
including the FabLab, into a hub for local social change networks. To do this, its 
occupancy of the site under squatting arrangements needs to be formalized and 
secured. It has constituted itself into a cooperative, and it has developed a business 
plan for purchasing the site with the support of banks. However, at the time of 
writing (February 2016), the future is uncertain. De War’s request to buy the site 
from the municipality has been rejected, amid rumours that real estate developers 
are interested in the land. Undeterred, the group continues to organize its FabFuse 
activities and promote sustainability locally. 

Ateneus de Fabricació Digital 

Unlike the council in Amersfoort, public authorities in Barcelona have committed 
to a visionary aspiration for workshops. As part of a vision for a smart, self-sufcient 
city by 2040, city leaders announced plans to open public workshops across difer-
ent city districts. The municipality has funded a network of Ateneus de Fabricació 
Digital, which is envisaged to spread to every neighbourhood as part of the pub-
lic infrastructure for a sustainable city that, within thirty years, will manufacture 
half of its material needs locally. Workshop managers have access to funds and 
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outreach possibilities that directors at Build Brighton dream of. Barcelona is not 
alone. In February 2015, city authorities in São Paulo announced plans to open 
a network of twelve public FabLabs in an initiative conceived to bring the tools 
of digital fabrication to the people, equipping them for a fuller role in a revolution 
towards decentralized and democratized production and consumption. Iceland has 
also opened public workshops, and other public authorities are casting an eye over 
the – potentially – empowering possibilities of public workshops. 

At the Ateneus in Barcelona, it is envisaged that citizens will appropriate digital 
fabrication in ways analogous to earlier adoption of ICT, and create socially inno-
vative ways to develop livelihoods and improve their neighbourhoods. Interest in 
community workshops began in Barcelona with its frst FabLab at the Institute of 
Advanced Architecture Catalunya (IAAC) in 2006. Originally intended for rela-
tively closed use – for student prototyping and architectural commissions – the lab 
garnered global attention for its pioneering vision for ‘fab cities’ and urban govern-
ance (Diez, 2012). More than simply making new widgets, IAAC founder – and 
subsequently City Architect – Vicente Guallart envisioned maker-citizens using 
new tools such as 3D printers and open source designs as a means of taking an active, 
material role in city development. This image of the technologically empowered 
citizen appealed, and FabLab Barcelona’s model went on to provide the template 
for the Ateneus programme as part of the vision of the Mayor of Barcelona, Xavier 
Trias, for transforming Barcelona into a smart, self-sufcient city. 

Supported by Barcelona’s civic leaders, each Ateneu receives public funds 
to run popular local events: family days and school visits; training courses and 
social innovation programmes: everything necessary to equip citizens with the 
digital fabrication nous necessary to ‘materialise their ideas and create their worlds’ 
(according to the Ateneus slogan). By this vision, high-tech public infrastructure 
will make it easier for Barcelona’s citizens to lock into a global ‘maker’ network – 
uploading designs that people in, say, Singapore, might use; or collaborating in 
prototyping with FabLabs in São Paulo, adapting ideas produced globally to ft 
their own local needs. 

The frst Ateneu opened in July 2013, in an abandoned silk ribbon factory in 
the Les Corts district. A further twenty workshops were planned to some degree 
for later down the line. The Ateneus network director stresses how embryonic 
and exploratory the programme is. A community workshop for digital fabrica-
tion is a strange concept for public administrators to get their heads around. 
Councils traditionally provide conventional public services for people to receive 
and consume; conversely, Ateneus ofer a space where citizens do the producing. 
Simply convincing city bureaucracies to experiment with this concept is already 
an achievement. 

Setting up the workshops – installing machinery, running courses – proved 
relatively straightforward; the real challenges come in weaving the workshops 
into the everyday fabric of the local community. It takes time to build familiarity, 
confdence and commitment among local people, and considerable resources and 
patience on the part of the city authorities before the possibilities loaded onto 
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Ateneus can be realized. The experiences around the second Ateneu in Ciutat 
Meridiana highlight these tensions. Ciutat Meridiana is the poorest neighbourhood 
in Barcelona – unemployment exceeds 20 per cent and family incomes are one-
third of city averages. The neighbourhood association is constantly in battle with 
the council over changes to social services and resisting evictions from mortgage 
lenders. People in Ciutat Meridiana needed food, not 3D printers. The Ateneus 
project did not help itself by siting the workshop in a building that local people 
were already using as a food bank. (The mayor’s support for Ateneus also counted 
for little in a neighbourhood that felt ambivalently towards him.) Rather than 
embracing the project, locals were alienated and occupied the Ateneu in protest. 
Negotiations ensued, eventually leading to two conditions of agreement – the food 
bank was re-established, albeit elsewhere in the neighbourhood; and the Ateneu 
would emphasize training and work for young people. 

Ciutat Meridiana shines a light on the tension between what citizens wanted 
from their city now, and what city leaders envisaged for future citizens. Even if 
local stakeholders are engaged beforehand, as happened with the frst Ateneu in 
Les Corts, opening up a workshop is the easiest part of the project. Embedding 
the facility into community life is far more challenging. While the Ateneus pro-
gramme was being rolled out, other self-organized and spontaneous workshops 
were also fourishing across the city. Over in Ciutat Vella, the Maker Convent 
ofers open and informal training programmes for their machinery. Vailets Hacklab 
runs courses for children in a variety of locations, now including the Ateneus. 
Similarly, the Fab Café, run by the Makers of Barcelona, ofers workshop space, 
education and tools for anyone walking in of the streets. The ethos of these spaces 
borrows heavily from a Silicon Valley ‘can do’ form of urban entrepreneurship, 
in which people happily share enthusiasm for digital fabrication and explore new 
forms of collaboration together. 

Whether citizens sufering precarious employment and other economic hard-
ships wish to embrace this form of citizenship is a moot point. Despite the public 
imaginary of makerspaces as user-led spaces, neither the Ateneus nor these other 
workshops are especially grassroots phenomena. One test of whether the civic 
vision for workshops can coexist with grassroots activities comes with Can Batlló, 
a massive disused textile mill proposed as a potential site for an Ateneus workshop. 
Can Batlló is in the Sants district of Barcelona, and working-class Sants has a long 
tradition of political and community organization – including many squats and 
social centres – and a history of its own autonomist and cooperative activities. In 
response to the economic crisis, Sants activists occupied and renovated Block 11 
of Can Batlló. The building was converted into an autonomous, self-organized 
community centre and cooperative working space, housing a library, carpentry 
workshop, bar and urban gardening space; and the Sants activists have aspira-
tions to seed local, cooperative economic activity for the neighbourhood through 
the centre. If grassroots activists are already involved in this type of community 
building, does a project like Ateneus ofer anything more than a shiny technologi-
cal patina to the process? Or could an Ateneu provide useful tools that unlock 
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wider possibilities and plug the district into a global community of design activists 
experimenting in digital fabrication for DIY urbanism and commons-based eco-
nomic development? The association of Ateneus with Mayor Trias’s smart city 
vision was seen by critics to be the latest in a series of city makeovers, prioritizing 
international capital markets and speculative investments in the city over the real 
needs and aspirations of its residents. According to Ivan Miró, an activist from the 
Ciutat Invisible cooperative, the smart city is merely a diferent brand of the same 
neoliberal model of urban regeneration whose democratic and local economic 
credentials are deeply suspect. In Barcelona, the council’s (sometimes violent) 
evictions of long-established squatted social centres have deepened suspicions and 
heightened antagonism with the city’s grassroots activists. 

The Ateneus programme, with city leaders’ notions of an orderly cultivation 
of technological citizenship, has encountered very diferent forms of citizenship 
in action. Ateneus are trying to establish themselves in a context where people 
feel the strain of economic crisis, and increasingly question whose interests are 
truly being served by future visions of their city. Such contexts infuence the rela-
tive ease and kinds of support available for putting tools to particular purposes. 
If communities such as those in Barcelona are truly to be liberated to debate, use 
and resist tools in ways that they see as appropriate (rather than those encapsulated 
in elite visions), then the politics of these contexts will need engaging. Deployed 
sensitively, the Ateneus programme could provide important spaces for exploring 
technology, citizenship and urban governance in very practical ways that are sup-
portive of diverse forms of neighbourhood-led development. The programme is 
still young, and patience is required. 

Interesting possibilities might arise from a shift in political leadership in Barcelona 
following elections in May 2015. Mayor Trias’s centre-right Catalan nationalists 
lost control of the council to a new party, Barcelona en Comú, that had emerged 
from grassroots opposition to austerity. The council is now under the leadership 
of Ada Colau, who rose to prominence organizing efective resistance to hous-
ing evictions. The Ateneus programme continues. It remains to be seen how the 
Colau administration will develop its support, but it is convening groups to explore 
the possibilities for more cooperative and solidary forms of economic develop-
ment in the city, including digital platform cooperativism. Whatever their eventual 
framing, any longer-term promise, as with community workshops elsewhere, rests 
with workshops becoming a community resource owned by the neighbourhoods 
in which they sit, rather than tied up with the patronage of local politicians. 

Workshops building pathways for sustainable developments 

Bringing tools to people requires skilful community development as well as skills in 
design and fabrication. Hackerspaces, fablabs and makerspaces have gone through 
a period of impressive growth. A diversity of workshop forms, locations and prac-
tices are being explored. It is important to remember that for most participants, 
voluntary involvement is born of a sense of curiosity, enjoyment and community 
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through engaging with technology creatively. People learn skills, have fun, become 
frustrated and inspired by turns, and along the way they gain recreational, develop-
mental and socializing experiences. Such seems to be the main dynamic of activities 
in workshops like Build Brighton. 

Central to workshops are ideas that people have a right to tools. The unstruc-
tured possibilities that this ofers to participants for experimentation are signifcant. 
An impressive and inspiring fow of designs, prototypes and objects is being 
generated in these workshops, whether it is the development of low-cost prosthetic 
limbs, monitoring equipment, games, buildings, furniture and so on. An ethic 
towards openness and collaboration further develops and disseminates these devices 
through global collaboration. In addition to prototyping objects, new identities are 
being innovated (e.g. makers, fxers, hackers), and new ideas are being articulated 
(e.g. commons-based peer production). There is a lot of energy and hope amid 
these open, collaborative, playful developments. 

Conviction in the emancipatory power of giving tools to people leads some 
advocates to resist attempts to further direct the purposes towards which these 
tools might be put. Workshops encourage people to be open, collaborative and 
imaginative – to ‘be awesome’, as a slogan popular among hackerspaces puts it. 
Directing people along certain pathways consequently contradicts the cherished 
spirit of openness, access, participation and autonomy. The goal is merely to make 
the tools as widely accessible as possible, to the extent that, in the view of Tomas 
Diez from FabLab Barcelona, workshops eventually disappear because personalized 
design and fabrication becomes all pervasive (Diez, 2012). 

However, even the most personal projects, in aggregate, have social conse-
quences. The social meaning of this activity is something participants should be 
encouraged to think about refexively. To the extent that workshop members 
are taking advantage of deeper-seated changes in society – be they the emerging 
social movements, new technologies, shifting cultures or restructuring economies 
discussed earlier – workshops provide an arena for refection on these changes. 
This suggests that the more transformative aspects to workshops rest in the kinds 
of technological citizenship that are forming. Moreover, as our framings indi-
cate, various social agents already have designs on these workshops. Claims are 
already being made concerning workshop potential; expectations and indicators 
are forming for evaluating workshops; surveys and research are being commis-
sioned with particular questions in mind; and funding and investment are ofered 
with certain assumptions and agendas built into their criteria. Workshops need to 
fgure out how to respond to these developments. One strategy is to ignore these 
framings of their futures, and to continue along a path of autonomous spaces for 
hacking technologies. 

However, if workshops are to genuinely realize the transformative potential 
of their framings, they will have to engage with these wider interests. Doing so 
non-strategically risks becoming pulled into the institutional logics of those wider 
interests, and that could force design and fabrication activities back onto dominant 
development pathways. While this may be acceptable for some, it leaves little space 
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for more transformational pathways to fourish (Maxigas and Troxler, 2014). FabLabs 
in particular are located within or fnanced by host organizations that expect them 
to deliver certain objectives after a period of time. Some workshops are required or 
encouraged to increase their income through facilitating commercial activities or 
aligning with conventional training institutions. Outside institutions welcome par-
ticular forms of activity and seek to harness workshops to wider ambitions, such as 
education institutions tapping into enthusiasm in these spaces for technology and 
entrepreneurship. None of this is necessarily wrong. It is simply to point out why a 
desire for autonomy can jar with institutionalization, and why a lack of strategy for 
institutional transformation can constrain workshop aspirations. Unstructured, open-
ended and fexible activities are something that increasingly audited and instrumentally 
driven institutions fnd tricky to comprehend and support. 

We live in a structured world. Vested economic interests, positions of political 
authority, cultural privileges, social norms, technological infrastructures and research 
agendas selectively appropriate the innovative ideas and practices emerging from 
community workshops. At the moment, a kind of crowd-funded, Silicon Valley 
social entrepreneurship predominates in workshops, and that frames developments 
accordingly. This runs the risk that workshop contributions are reduced to spe-
cifc design issues, seen as providing tractable solutions involving the production 
of discrete objects, and addressed in a modular way to facilitate collaboration and 
openness, without attention to the wider causes and consequences of alternative 
development pathways. 

The question is, can the workshop movement move beyond its demonstrated 
possibilities for prototyping and become involved in processes for catalysing deep-
seated transformations? Workshops are riding on the possibilities presented by 
structural changes, but can they assert infuence over which social directions are 
taken, and really open up alternative pathways? Where workshops try to connect 
with community activism for social change, as with the Ateneus in Barcelona, 
or with FabLab Amersfoort, efort is required to make design, prototyping and 
fabrication tools meaningful for the grassroots activists and their causes. Relevance 
needs to be demonstrated, and not assumed. Workshop possibilities have to be 
seen in terms of helping alliances to convene and collaborate. FabLab Amersfoort 
has been exploring this through its links to Transition Town activities and citizen 
science projects in the city. 

The ability for workshops to tap into international networks simultaneously 
to being locally rooted is where much potential might be found. Workshops 
also need to recognize that they generate important critical awareness (Ratto and 
Boler, 2014). Workshop activities can prompt refection on the limitations cur-
rently constraining the development and difusion of some of their open designs 
and fabrications. These limitations are not necessarily failings on the part of work-
shop designs and participants. They may point usefully to complementary areas of 
work. Low-cost eco-houses developed in workshops may, for example, prompt 
participants to consider wider issues of land tenure, fnance and urban planning, 
say, where workshops in themselves do not have the means to resolve these issues. 
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This is not a criticism. It merely recognizes a limiting point for tools-based grass-
roots innovation, a point where alliances need to be forged with other agents 
and forms of social change capable of transforming wider institutions, such as 
reformed urban governance in the case of housing initiatives. 

If workshops are to realize alternative development pathways, activists and 
sponsors will require strategies to counter inhibiting structures, retain autonomy 
from some institutions and infuence the shape of new institutional forms. There is 
a long way to go in order for the socially transformational aspirations to materialize 
in practice. The ideas and experiments are there in workshops, and they point to 
inspiring possibilities for anyone pushing for wider changes in economy, society, 
politics and culture. 

Conclusions 

In many respects, hackerspaces, fablabs and makerspaces involve uneasy conver-
gences. Wider developments are drawn into the world of workshops, whether 
developments in thinking, in technology, in society, in economies, in politics or 
in the values and interests concerning production and consumption. What we see 
is various groups involved in a fguring out and sifting through of diferent practi-
cal possibilities arising from this convergence. Excited claims are made. A variety 
of agendas are drawn up. Diferent models and strategies are experimented with. 
Spaces for further development (or long-term survival) are sought by positioning 
workshops variously as incubators for design, innovation and entrepreneurship, as 
engaging and efective means for educating and training people in digital fabrication 
possibilities and as a resource for communities and social development. 

Perhaps the chief dilemma for this movement is to manage expectations 
regarding tool-based approaches to development. It is misplaced to insist that 
workshops substitute wholesale for the existing regimes in design, manufactur-
ing and consumption. No matter how much enthusiasts might wish for such a 
transition, it would be misguided to seek agency in workshops alone. Rather, the 
unusual possibilities being experimented with in workshops point to possibilities; 
and the challenges in realizing those possibilities in an everyday sense point as 
much to the structural inability of incumbent regimes of design and fabrication to 
respond to demands for sustainability, community involvement, democratization 
and convivial forms of production and consumption as they do to the limited 
agency of community workshops. 

At the heart of the workshops movement is a familiar dilemma. Structural 
change opens up opportunities for people to access technology and explore new 
social possibilities with those tools; but any changes are not decisive enough to 
enable the more radical possibilities to be realized on a wide scale. Prevailing 
institutions still privilege conventional forms of appropriation and control, and of 
production and consumption. Whether grassroots experimentation in workshops 
wants to connect with programmes for further structural change, and how it might 
do that, is a moot point. Many novel uses of tools in these spaces are susceptible to 
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being developed into more muted forms for commercialization, which might be 
construed as a sensible means for sustaining the activity (and livelihoods) for par-
ticipants. For many enthusiasts, this is acceptable; they are not interested in social 
transformation so much as in the pursuit of particular projects in rewarding ways 
within their communities. But it signals disappointing co-option for others. 

It is important not to underestimate the signifcance of what people are doing 
in community workshops. For many of us, technology development has been, 
and is increasingly, proceeding in a direction of ever-seamless interfaces and hid-
den workings. To hack open a device designed for obsolescence, and to repair it 
and upgrade it and then to share freely that knowledge about the device and its 
workings is a deviant act within the logics of cognitive capitalism. To question 
why it is deviant behaviour, rather than everyday practice, is to practise a criti-
cal reasoning. Workshops are already working against the grain. The question is 
whether these initiatives, such as the Restart Project, can connect to movements 
that are seeking pathways organized to alternative logics of sustainability and social 
justice. These constructively critical activities are an important reminder that 
framings for participation and democracy need to move beyond a kind of Silicon 
Valley entrepreneurialism, where anyone can make it so long as they raise enough 
money through crowd-funding. 


